the ion spatial distribution in a uadrupole (Paul) ion trap and its effect on the total potential (trap potential plus space charge acting on 3 ions in the trap. By combining the pseudopotential approximation introduced by Dehmelt 25 years ago with the assumption of thermal equilibrium (leading to a Boltzmann ion energy distribution), the resulting ion spatial distribution (for ions of a single mass-to-charge ratio) depends only on total number of ions, trap pseudopotential, and temperature.
(The equilibrium assumption is justified by the high helium bath gas pressure at which analytical quadrupole ion traps are typically operated.) The electric potential generated by the ion space charge may be generated from Poisson's equation subject to a Boltzmann ion energy distribution.
However, because the ion distribution depends in turn on the total potential, solving for the potential and the ion distribution is no longer a simple boundary condition differential equation problem; an iterative procedure is required to obtain a self-consistent result.
For the particularly convenient operating condition, (7, = 9,2,/4 [in which a, = -89U/mpi R2, and qZ = -4qV/mpE Q2, where U and V are direct current and radiofrequency (frequency, 0) voltages applied to the trap, m/9 is ion mass-to-charge ratio, and p0 is the radius of the ring electrode at the z = 0 midplane], both the pseudopotential and the ion distribution become spherically symmetric.
The resulting one-dimensional problem may be solved by a simple optimization procedure. The present model accounts qualitatively for the dependence of total potential and ion distribution on number of ions (higher ion density or lower temperature flattens the total potential and widens the spatial distribution of ions) and pseudopotential (higher pseudopotential increases ion density near the center of the trap without widening the ion spatial distribution).
( [4] if the corresponding qZ value is small (9= < 0.4; see Theory). In that limit, ion axial or radial motion may be modeled as a harmonic oscillator whose force constant depends on ion mass-to-charge ratio. Unlike a three-dimensional electrostatic potential in free space surrounded by closed-surface electrodes, the three-dimensional pseudopotential has a "true" energy minimum at the center of the trap.
Use of helium as a buffer gas has been shown to increase the mass resolving power and sensitivity of the QIT [5] . Under typical working conditions in an actual QlT, the equilibrium assumption is certainly an imperfect approximation. However, when ions are located near the center of trap and the qZ value is small, the motions of ions are smoothed by collisions with He gas atoms and we may treat a given ion as if spatial distribution of all the other ions is static.
Prior Treatments
Todd et al. [7] have evaluated prior theoretical models for the effect of space charge on QIT performance. Those models assumed a spatially uniform ion distribution (i.e., quadrupolar space charge potential) that is equivalent to an additional DC voltage on the electrodes [8, 91) . Subsequently, Todd et al.
[lo] analyzed the ion spatial distribution in a QIT in the absence of space charge, by use of a phase-space dynamics approach. Vedel et al. [6] analyzed the ion threedimensional spatial distribution in a QIT in the presence of ion-neutral collisions but in the absence of space charge by a stochastic model. Vedel and Andre
[ll] and Vedel [12] later analyzed the effect of the space charge potential from an assumed Gaussian spatial distribution (in the limit of low ion number) as a small perturbation to the pseudopotential. In addition, Helmer [13] used the same spherical pseudopotential condition as in this article (see Theory), but treated the ion cloud as a sphere of uniform charge density at zero temperature, whereas we solve for the nonuniform ion spatial distribution at any Boltzmann temperature. None of these prior models is appropriate to a QIT containing a large number of trapped ions.
Present Approach
Under the assumption of equilibrium, the charge spatial distribution depends only on three factors: number of charges, pseudopotential generated by the voltages applied to the trap electrodes, and temperature (common for both ions and neutrals). Obviously, the assumption of equilibrium neglects any effect of the nature of the collision gas (e.g., helium versus argon), which would require a more detailed model. At equilibrium, ions must exhibit a Boltzmann kinetic energy distribution. The distribution of ions is then uniquely determined by the total electrostatic potential (i.e., pseudopotential plus potential due to space charge). However, evaluation of the space charge potential requires that the space charge distribution be known. Therefore, evaluating the spatial distribution of ions in a QIT is not a conventional boundary condition problem! We propose the following simple optimization procedure. First, an arbitrary charge spatial distribution is specified, and the space charge potential is computed for that distribution. The space charge potential is added to the pseudopotential, and the charge distribution is then regenerated subject to the new total potential. This process is repeated for many cycles until the charge distributions or the total potentials from consecutive iterations agree with each other. We then systematically analyze the behavior of 'the ion distribution or potential as a function of the model parameters: ion number, temperature, and QIT pseudopotential.
Theory
Pseudupofenfial Approximation
In a QIT, axial and radial motions of an ion of mass, m, and charge, 9, are described by the Mathieu equations ill: [ 1411, pi = 2 z$ in which 2 z0 is the separation along the z-axis between the two endcap electrodes. The Mathieu equation has been studied in detail by McLachlan [15] . Simple analytical expressions for the solutions of the equation are not available, and its behavior is understood largely on the basis of a "stability" diagram 111, showing the boundary values of dc and rf voltages at which ion trajectories are stable within the trap. In the stable regions, ion trajectories may be expressed as a linear combination of sine and cosine elliptic series:
--m in which A and B depend on the initial conditions and C,, and p, are complicated functions of a, and 911. For example, the relationship between a,, 9", and 0, may be expressed as: in which O(q$) represents all the terms of sixth order or higher in qu [15] . For small 9u, p, may be approximated as: (4) For small & values ( & .-x 11, the ion trajectory, eq 2, yields ion motions at a harmonic series of "natural" or "secular" frequencies:
fl w, = en + P,),,
The amplitudes of higher-frequency components are small compared with those at the fundamental (n = 0) frequency, w,, = &(n/2>. The high-frequency oscillating terms in the ion trajectory may therefore be neglected if qU is small, and the resulting ion trajectory may be written simply as: u(t) = Aces ~,,~t + B sin wu,ot (6a) u = x, y, or z Eq 1 may now be written as:
The ion equation of motion, eq 7, and its solution, eq 6, describe simple harmonic oscillation along the u-axis. A harmonic oscillator may be considered a particle subject to a potential that varies quadratically with IA. For a single ion trapped in a QLT, the potential experienced by the ion is generated by the sum of the DC and RF voltages applied to the electrodes.
The DC voltage produces an electrostatic potential and the average effect of the RF voltage may be regarded as arising from an additional static "potential."
The combination of the potential produced by the RF voltage and the electrostatic potential from the DC voltage defies the so-called pseudopotential, ao, [4] . Thus, the force, F = F,i + F,, j + F,k, acting on the ion is the product of ion charge and the negative gradient of the pseudopotential, or, in Cartesian components:
By substituting eq 7 into the above equation and rewriting it in terms of a@,/&~, we have:
By use of eq 1, wZ,~, w;,~, and w&, can be written as functions of a, and 9,, values:
We may now integrate eqs 9 to obtain the pseudopctential, QO: 
Equilibrium Spatial Distribution of lons
At the = lo-" torr He pressure at which a QIT is typically operated, a given ion undergoes more than 10,000 collisions with neutrals per second. It is therefore reasonable that the ion distribution reaches equilibrium after a few seconds, because eq 11 shows that the pseudopotential exhibits a minimum at the center of the trap.
The pseudopotential approach is at best an approxi-mation, because the ions are driven continuously at resolved laser photodissociation demonstrated that the the RF frequency. We can expect the approximation to ion axial distribution (i.e., along the z-direction) inbe valid only when the q,, value is reasonably small (e.g., s 0.4). In addition, because we consider only the deed has a Gaussian profile [ 161.
final equilibrium distribution, our result is independent of collision mechanisms and other relaxation prcr cesses. In other words, the distribution will dmend Charge Spatial Distribution: Maximum Ion Density Limit only on the temperature of the system (ions or neutrals) not on the nature of the collision gas. However, the pseudopotential (unlike a mechanical harmonic oscillator) does depend on ion mass-to-charge ratio, and the resulting ion spatial distribution is also a function of ion mass-to-charge ratio. For simplicity, we consider that all of the trapped ions have the same mass-to-charge ratio. At equilibrium, the ion number density (or ion spatial distribution) may then be written: 
02)
in which N is the total number of trapped ions, n is ion number density, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is absolute temperature. In the denominator of eq 11, the integration covers all of three-dimensional space. @ is the total potential acting on the ions and is the sum of the pseudopotential (eq 11) and the potential, @s, generated by the space charge.
= o+ as (13)
The space charge potential, @s, must satisfy Poisson's equation: (14) in which c0 is the dielectric constant in vacua. Because the ion number density, II, depends in turn on the space charge potential, the above equation must be solved consistently with respect to eq 12.
Charge Spatial Distribufion: Low Ion Density Limit
As the number of ions increases, the depth of the total potential well decreases (see below). The maximum number, N = N,_, of ions is reached when the space charge potential increases to such an extent that the total potential well flattens to a constant value, *r: cp = a, + Qs = ar (16) In that limit, according to eq 11, the space charge number distribution also becomes constant:
&ov2@'s EoV2mo The pseudopotential may now be written as:
@0(X, y, z> = Dp( p* + 2') + constant
in which Y = p2 + z2 is the distance from the center of the trap. Figure  1 shows the location of the curve, 4a, = q:, on the stability diagram. Because the pseudopotential is spherically symmetrical, the space charge distribution and its potential must also vary only with
Determination of the three-dimensional space charge distribution and its associated space charge potential now reduces to a one-dimensional problem.
We may therefore proceed to express the space charge distribu- Stability diagram for a QIT. a, and q,(u = p or 2) are related to the DC and RF voltages applied between the ring and endcap electrodes (see ccj 1). Along the curve defined by 4a, = q: or 4a,, = qz, the pwudopotential and ion distribution have spherical symmetry, so that the ion spatial distribution depends only on distance from the center of the tyap (see text).
As noted in the Theory section, eqs 20 and 21 cannot be solved by standard techniques for ordinary differential equations. We therefore developed the following iterative method. First, an initial ion distribution is specified (e.g., a spatially uniform distribution near the center of the trap), and its associated space charge potential is calculated. A new charge distribution is then generated by substituting the pseudopotential and the just-calculated space charge potential into eq 20. The iterations continue until the difference in the partition functions:
from two consecutive iterations is less than a specified value.
Specifically, eq 21 is solved by standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical integration. A Fortran program was executed on a PC-compatible computer and data were transferred to a Macintosh II (Apple Computer, Inc., Cupertino, CA) for graphic processing. Typically, ten to 20 iterations were required to obtain less than 100 ppm change in the partition function for two consecutive iterations. We may now proceed to characterize the fiial charge spatial distribution and space charge potential. Figure 2 shows a representative ion space charge distribution and how it depends on the total number of charges. We specified typical QIT operating conditions: 300 K and a pseudopotential of 1 V, corresponding (for ions of m/z 100) to application of 1.334 V DC and 163 V,,_,, RF voltage at 1.1 MHz to the ring electrode (minimum ring radius, p. = 1 cm) with endcap electrodes (z, = l/v'% cm) grounded.
Results and Discussion

Effect of Total Number of Ions on Space Charge Distribution and Space Charge Potential
Under these conditions, yX = 0.0655 +Z 0.4, so that the pseudopotential approximation should apply. Figure 2 shows that as the number of ions increases, the charge density at the center of the trap (i.e., at p = 0) increases, but not in direct proportion to the number of ions, and the width (e.g., at half-maximum height)
of the charge density distribution also increases. It is important to recognize that because the pseudopotential magnitude varies with mass-to-charge ratio, the space charge distribution of ions of higher mass-to-charge ratio will be wider (not shown) than the distribution of an equal number of ions of lower mass-to-charge ratio. Figure 2 . Dependence of ion radial distribution on number of ions. Figure 3 shows that the ion space charge distribution varies with total number of ions because its corresponding space charge potential also varies with ion number. Specifically, the pseudopotential produced by application of DC and RF voltages between ring and endcap electrodes in the absence of any trapped ions varies quadratically with distance away from the center of the trap. However, addition of ions to the trap adds a space charge potential whose effect is to flatten the total potential to a shallower well; the force (proportional to the slope of the potential curve) pushing ions toward the center of the trap is thus reduced, and ions spread out from the trap center. A second consequence of the distortion of the total potential is that the total potential no longer varies quadratically with distance from the center of the trap. As a result, the axial secular frequency now depends on ion position and is no longer a constant of the motion. Finally, since the ion spatial distribution is independent of any spatially constant potential, we chose 1 V as a common reference point for the total potential at l-cm radius (intersection of all four curves in Figure 3 ).
radius (cm)
Effect of Temperature on Space Charge Distribution and Space Charge Potential
On decrease in temperature, ions tend to concentrate at the center of the trap, so that the charge density at the center of the trap increases and the width of the charge distribution decreases, as shown in Figure 4 . The mag- nitude of these effects is comparable to that produced ( Figure 2 ) by changing the number of ions by the same factor. Interestingly, changing the temperature does not dramatically change the total potential, as shown in 
Dependence on Pseudopotential
The most dramatic change in the ion distribution is produced by changing the magnitude of the pseudopotential. Figure 6 shows that for 100,000 ions at 300 K, the ion density at the center of the trap increases from 8 X lo5 charges/cm" at a pseudopotential of 0.5 V to >4.5 x lo6 charges/cm3 at a pseudopotential of 2 V.
Conclusions
The present calculations offer a semiquantitative basis for analyzing the effect of ion number, temperature, and pseudopotential on the distribution of ions (and their associated space charge potential) in a QIT. The distribution of trapped and thermalized ions of a single mass-to-charge ratio is also described. Future work will extend the computation to the distribution for ions of different mass-to-chafge ratios. These calculations provide a basis for comparing theory to experiment (e.g., recent determinations of the average kinetic energy of ions in a QIT [17, 181) and for future attempts to establish a QTT mass calibration law that incorporates the effect of space charge.
Extension of the present method to the development of a new and accurate mass calibration law is a difficult task, which requires understanding of time evolution of the distribution and effects of excitation and ejection on the ion distribution. For example, ejection by mass-selective instability [19] However, resonant axial ejection [20] at ion energies of tens to hundreds of electron volts can be conducted at lower qZ value, and the present method provides a description of the spatial distribution of the remaining unejected ions in that case. In any case, we have provided a first step in predicting the effect of space charge on the dimensions of the ion cloud and on the shape of the trapping well -a starting point for the long journey to precise mass analysis in a QIT.
